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Law Enforcement AttitudesLaw Enforcement Attitudes

•• The attitude of law enforcement towards The attitude of law enforcement towards 
the press varies considerably. the press varies considerably. 

•• Some favor a wide exploitation of press Some favor a wide exploitation of press 
publicity as an aid to police work. publicity as an aid to police work. 

•• Still others believe that law enforcement Still others believe that law enforcement 
efficiency requires us to operate discreetly efficiency requires us to operate discreetly 
in the background and offer in the background and offer ““no commentno comment””
to questions.to questions.
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Role of the PressRole of the Press

•• Investigate and report on newsworthy events, Investigate and report on newsworthy events, 
locally, nationally, and internationally.locally, nationally, and internationally.

•• Profit often determines a newspaper's attitude Profit often determines a newspaper's attitude 
towards events and the manner in which it towards events and the manner in which it 
selects, treats, and presents its news and selects, treats, and presents its news and 
views. views. 

•• This perspective perhaps largely explains why This perspective perhaps largely explains why 
the press and police sometimes follow the press and police sometimes follow 
diverging paths.diverging paths.
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What Does the Press Want From Law Enforcement?What Does the Press Want From Law Enforcement?

•• The principal complaints of the press are The principal complaints of the press are 
that information is withheld until it has lost that information is withheld until it has lost 
its "news value" and that when it is its "news value" and that when it is 
divulged it is usually too scanty and has divulged it is usually too scanty and has 
little little ““value.value.””

•• Because the functions of the police and the Because the functions of the police and the 
press do not coincide, the parties view press do not coincide, the parties view 
crime or stories from different standpoints.crime or stories from different standpoints.

•• YouYou’’ve got to think like the reporter!ve got to think like the reporter!
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Law Enforcement MindsetLaw Enforcement Mindset

•• When law enforcement adopts an attitude When law enforcement adopts an attitude 
of extreme secretiveness, reporters will of extreme secretiveness, reporters will 
secure information by other methods.secure information by other methods.

•• Therefore, it is in the interest of law Therefore, it is in the interest of law 
enforcement to develop the practice of enforcement to develop the practice of 
providing information to the press such that providing information to the press such that 
it can be safely made public, lest it can be safely made public, lest 
misleading and inaccurate information be misleading and inaccurate information be 
published by a reporter on a tight deadline. published by a reporter on a tight deadline. 
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Objectives for Law EnforcementObjectives for Law Enforcement

•• The objective should be to create a situation The objective should be to create a situation 
where law enforcement reveals to the where law enforcement reveals to the 
accredited representatives of the press the accredited representatives of the press the 
maximum amount of information about all maximum amount of information about all 
crimes.crimes.

•• When you decide not to disclose information When you decide not to disclose information 
explain why.explain why.

•• Once you release the information leave the Once you release the information leave the 
treatment of the facts entirely to the press. treatment of the facts entirely to the press. 
(subject to there being no distortion) (subject to there being no distortion) 
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How Much Information is Enough?How Much Information is Enough?

•• Perhaps the most effective Perhaps the most effective 
way of ensuring a way of ensuring a 
complimentary relationship complimentary relationship 
between the press and the between the press and the 
police is to pay particular police is to pay particular 
attention to the personal aspect attention to the personal aspect 
of relationships with reporters.of relationships with reporters.
•• Opinions vary considerably as Opinions vary considerably as 
to how much information should to how much information should 
be revealed with regard to be revealed with regard to 
undetected crime or a case undetected crime or a case 
under investigation.under investigation.
•• Check with your attorney or Check with your attorney or 
legal advisorlegal advisor
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Types of Press EncountersTypes of Press Encounters

•• Stories where law enforcement wants to get coverage of a storyStories where law enforcement wants to get coverage of a story that enhances that enhances 
the agencies image, creates a positive impression of the agency the agencies image, creates a positive impression of the agency mission, and mission, and 
demonstrates that law enforcement is concerned about the publicdemonstrates that law enforcement is concerned about the public’’s safety and s safety and 
welfare. (We are good people!)welfare. (We are good people!)

•• Stories where the press is looking to blame someone, show the inStories where the press is looking to blame someone, show the ineffectiveness effectiveness 
of an agency response or create a negative impression, or generaof an agency response or create a negative impression, or generally trying to lly trying to 
make the law enforcement agency/officer look bad. make the law enforcement agency/officer look bad. 
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Personal Relationships CountPersonal Relationships Count

•• But members of the press must be aware But members of the press must be aware 
of, and should not disregard, negative of, and should not disregard, negative 
previous experiences that some in law previous experiences that some in law 
enforcement have suffered through with enforcement have suffered through with 
the press corps.the press corps.

•• Trust is a two way street.  Try to remember Trust is a two way street.  Try to remember 
that the reporter is also judging your that the reporter is also judging your 
credibility as well.   This is important if, at a credibility as well.   This is important if, at a 
future date, you hope to gain future future date, you hope to gain future 
positive publicity for your agency or gain a positive publicity for your agency or gain a 
sympathetic story from the press.sympathetic story from the press.
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Getting Your Message DeliveredGetting Your Message Delivered

••Access to information by Access to information by 
the press helps ensure an the press helps ensure an 
informed and educated informed and educated 
public.public.
••In addition to aiding in the In addition to aiding in the 
pursuit of criminals, the pursuit of criminals, the 
press contributes to the press contributes to the 
prevention of crime. prevention of crime. 
••By publishing accounts of By publishing accounts of 
offenses, newspapers offenses, newspapers 
underline the need to take underline the need to take 
precautions and newspaper precautions and newspaper 
accounts of court accounts of court 
proceedings mentioning proceedings mentioning 
penalties inflicted acts as a penalties inflicted acts as a 
deterrent.deterrent.
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Getting Your Message Out is Important!Getting Your Message Out is Important!
State liquor commission investigating State liquor commission investigating 
Wakefield bar in fatal crashWakefield bar in fatal crash

Wednesday,Wednesday, January 23, 2002     January 23, 2002     Associated PressAssociated Press

WAKEFIELD, N.H. (AP) WAKEFIELD, N.H. (AP) —— The state Liquor The state Liquor 
Commission said Wednesday it is investigating Commission said Wednesday it is investigating 
whether a Wakefield barwhether a Wakefield bar--restaurant improperly restaurant improperly 
served alcohol to a man who police blame for a served alcohol to a man who police blame for a 
highway crash that killed six people.highway crash that killed six people.

The agency has not yet reached any conclusions The agency has not yet reached any conclusions 
about the Pine River Steakhouseabout the Pine River Steakhouse’’s involvement in s involvement in 
the Sept. 30 crash on Route 16, said Aidan the Sept. 30 crash on Route 16, said Aidan 
Moore, the commissionMoore, the commission’’s chief of enforcement.s chief of enforcement.
"The Pine River Steakhouse is a licensee that is "The Pine River Steakhouse is a licensee that is 
part of our investigation," Moore told The part of our investigation," Moore told The 
Associated Press.Associated Press.

Liquor license holders who serve alcohol to Liquor license holders who serve alcohol to 
intoxicated people can face criminal and civil intoxicated people can face criminal and civil 
penalties under state law, Moore said.  The owner penalties under state law, Moore said.  The owner 
of the steakhouse, Edward Donnelly, has declined of the steakhouse, Edward Donnelly, has declined 
repeated requests for commentrepeated requests for comment.
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Getting Getting YourYour Message Out is Important!Message Out is Important!

Police to stage teen drinking Police to stage teen drinking 
party as training toolparty as training tool

Portsmouth HeraldPortsmouth Herald May 4, 2006May 4, 2006
PORTSMOUTH PORTSMOUTH -- Midday today, 13 police officers will be Midday today, 13 police officers will be 
dispatched to a city motel to respond to a phony dispatched to a city motel to respond to a phony 
underage drinking party. Part of a daylong training underage drinking party. Part of a daylong training 
exercise, the officers will have just completed four hours exercise, the officers will have just completed four hours 
of classroom study on the subject of how to best break up of classroom study on the subject of how to best break up 
a teen partya teen party……..

Training is being provided by the Seacoast bureau of the Training is being provided by the Seacoast bureau of the 
National Center for Alcohol Law Enforcement, with National Center for Alcohol Law Enforcement, with 
Regional Director Aidan Moore reporting his goal as giving Regional Director Aidan Moore reporting his goal as giving 
Portsmouth officers training on "controlled dispersal of Portsmouth officers training on "controlled dispersal of 
underage drinking events." underage drinking events." 

The cost to Portsmouth taxpayers will be six shifts The cost to Portsmouth taxpayers will be six shifts 
of timeof time--andand--aa--half police overtime and seven shifts half police overtime and seven shifts 
at regular officersat regular officers’’ rates, said Portsmouth Capt. rates, said Portsmouth Capt. 
John Yerardi.John Yerardi. What the Police Department hopes to gain What the Police Department hopes to gain 
for that cost, according to Police Chief Michael Magnant, is for that cost, according to Police Chief Michael Magnant, is 
a standard operating procedure for breaking up teen a standard operating procedure for breaking up teen 
parties and the answers to a lot of related questions. parties and the answers to a lot of related questions. 
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Uniformity and ConsistencyUniformity and Consistency

•• Protect yourself from being burned by a Protect yourself from being burned by a 
frustrated member of the press corps by frustrated member of the press corps by 
developing uniformity and consistency with the developing uniformity and consistency with the 
press.press.

•• If your group is large enough, a PIO using a If your group is large enough, a PIO using a 
standardized approach and format works well.standardized approach and format works well.

•• If no PIO, then consider using one or two If no PIO, then consider using one or two 
members who are comfortable with the press and members who are comfortable with the press and 
who can think on their feet! who can think on their feet! 

•• Help your agency/organization control the Help your agency/organization control the 
message to the degree that it is possible.message to the degree that it is possible.
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Remember When You Least Expect ItRemember When You Least Expect It…………..Expect It!..Expect It!

••"Never argue with anyone "Never argue with anyone 
who buys ink by the who buys ink by the 
barrel."barrel." Mark TwainMark Twain

••There are times when one There are times when one 
has to argue with people has to argue with people 
who buy ink by the barrel, who buy ink by the barrel, 
or own television and radio or own television and radio 
stations.stations.
••But choose your battles But choose your battles 
wisely and have a planned wisely and have a planned 
response.response.
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Suggestions and RecommendationsSuggestions and Recommendations

•• Try to put yourself in the place of the reporter.Try to put yourself in the place of the reporter.
•• Understand and use Understand and use ““background,background,”” ““off the off the 

recordrecord”” and and ““on the record.on the record.””
•• If you have little practical experience with the If you have little practical experience with the 

press take little steps where possible such as press take little steps where possible such as 
releasing positive stories and releasing positive stories and ““feel goodfeel good”” pieces pieces 
to build confidence.to build confidence.

•• If a veteran, cultivate good will and show your If a veteran, cultivate good will and show your 
appreciation to a trusted member of the press appreciation to a trusted member of the press 
corps by giving them corps by giving them ““an exclusivean exclusive”” or or ““first runfirst run””
material.  Everyone likes being 1material.  Everyone likes being 1stst!!

•• You will be misquoted and burned so be prepared You will be misquoted and burned so be prepared 
and forewarned.and forewarned.
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For More Information on NCALEFor More Information on NCALE

Northeast Region Northeast Region –– Aidan MooreAidan Moore
amoore@pire.orgamoore@pire.org

Southeast Region Southeast Region –– Chris CurtisChris Curtis
ccurtis@pire.orgccurtis@pire.org

Western Region Western Region –– Dave ReitzDave Reitz
dreitz@pire.orgdreitz@pire.org
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